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Abstract
Addiction and Problematic drug use, led to the physical, psychological, social and family destruction especially clinically significant or serious discomfort. This study aimed to efficacy of spiritual therapy based on family-centered on marriage satisfaction in couples with husbands' drug-dependent. This design was a quasi-experimental. The population consisted all drug-dependent and their wives in Quchan (prisoners and patients referred to the clinics withdrawal). 40 couples volunteered to participate in this study and were placed randomly in the experimental group (20 couples) and control group (20 couples). Participants reply to afrooz marital satisfaction scale. Couples in experimental group received 10 sessions of 90 minutes spiritual Family therapy and the control group received no intervention. Analysis of covariance showed that the differences between pretest and posttest of marital satisfaction in experimental group and all its sub-tests that increased significantly in the experimental group, while no significant changes in control groups. Also there were significant differences in marital between the experimental group and the control group. So spiritual therapy based on family-centered could improve their marital satisfaction couples with husbands' drug-dependent and effected on increasing of marital satisfaction of couples involved in addiction that shows abnormal patterns of family relationships. The results can be the aimed to family-based treatment and harm reduction interventions at preventing relapse and reduce craving in substance abusers and can be used re-examining it.
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Introduction
Drug addiction, with the physical, psychological, social, and familial aspects is one of the most important problems of our time. As far as this problem has been worldwide [1]. Addiction is problematic pattern of substance use leading to clinically significant or discomfort with at least two of the following, occurring within a 12-month period: (high consumption and long-term, constant desire and unsuccessful attempts to cut down or control use, time good for consumption, material preparation and release of its effects, craving and feeling the need to use, failure to perform the main duties of the individual in work, school and home,
social or interpersonal problems, recurrent or persistent influence of material, reduced important activities social, occupational or recreational use of the substance in situations that are physically dangerous, continuing to use the substance despite knowledge of physical or mental problems continued, tolerance or need for increased amounts of substance to achieve the desired effect of reducing specific effects of the continued use of the same amount before the withdrawal) [2].

Addiction is one of mental health catastrophic situation for addicts or those who are in direct contact with the addicted person (family members) that it reduces the ability, social role and they failed in the face of difficult situations and they do not have the necessary flexibility. Addiction itself can cause mental illness, so that studies have been reported the prevalence of psychiatric disorders among drug users between 25 to 80 percent. So stress can cause more mental disorders other family members [3]. The family has a basic role in people's health and disease. Theories and many researchers have confirmed family influences in the formation of concepts of health and disease and model of normal and abnormal behavior. The family is the most important and influential factor in health systems, therefore requires special attention [4]. Family is first place in developing personality, beliefs and behavior patterns in a person. In addition to the growth and preservation of the family and help solve stress and disease and disorder is also a source of stress [5]. In fact, in a vicious cycle, the material changes in the relationship and conflict between members, then these changes and stressful conflicts, to act as an agent in order to prolong drug [6]. Family plays a major role Incidence, persistence and survival of pathological symptoms including substance abuse [4,7,8]. When a family member has pathological symptoms, there is some trouble imbalance in functions and family interaction patterns are organized around that problem [9].

Living in families with drug abuse and drug dependence created psychological pressure and family members tries to deal with it in different ways. Sometimes this effort means large changes within the family system and also sometimes occurs in their interactions and the growth of children.

From systemic perspective, drug use by family members is behavior that disrupts the balance, stability and functioning of the family. Drugs or alcohol abuse faced family members to some challenges in emotional and behavioral functioning and ability to adjustment [10]. Family interaction of drug dependent people has a lot of tension and confusion that accompanies the negative effects of waste on children's lives. Drug users do not have good parenting skills, which provide a high-risk family environment. Poor supervision of parents on child behavior, parental conflict, poor quality of parent-child interaction, intimacy and warm words of parents, unstable or lack of discipline in such families are more common [11]. While family ties, attachment between parent and child, monitoring children's behavior, effective communication and talk about expectations and positive family values are important factors that protect family members from tendency to use drug [12].

One of the inhibiting factors for substance abuse tendency can be traced in marital satisfaction. In fact, marital satisfaction as close interpersonal relationships that allow human beings to be admitted, value, respect and be loved, and the opportunity to have interaction [13]. Hawkins and Booth are considered marital satisfaction and feeling of happiness, satisfaction and pleasure by his marriage to wife or husband in all aspects. Marital satisfaction is overall and mental assessment from the nature of marriage and the degree of satisfaction of the needs, expectations and desires of the individual. In fact marital satisfaction is a happy attitude, so it is a couple's personal attributes. The definition of marital satisfaction actually is a positive attitude and enjoyable couple of different aspects of their marital relationship [14].

In research carried out by Riahi et al, Factors that have not led to marital satisfaction of spouses are not meeting expectations,
the involvement of others, educational and age differences and differences in opinions couples [15] and in research by zargar and Neshat doost, Problems between couples is expressed in relationship difficulties, husband addiction, family intervention, psychological disorders the [16].

In other studies, marital dissatisfaction has been attributed to emotional and physical deprivations caused by husband as a result of drug use in reducing the level of marital satisfaction and quality of life of husband and wife [17]. Skeer et al reported low income in couples who are husband addicted as a effective factor in low marital satisfaction [18]. Lavner and Bradbury reported nervousness, stress, low self-esteem and quality of violence in women with a dependent spouse and gradual decreasing marital satisfaction. They have also shown that the couple use a similar pattern in marital relationships and life style [19].

Meltzer and McNulty, also explored less sexual relationship between couples in which the wife or both were involved with substance abuse and concluded that much less much less perception of spouse attraction that this factors have negative impact on marital satisfaction [20].

So with regard to what was stated, it can be said that the aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of spiritual family therapy on marital satisfaction in couples with drug dependent.

**Method**

This is a quasi-experimental study was with the experimental and control group. Population consisted of all drug-dependent individuals with wives in Quachan city (prisoners and patients referred to the clinics withdrawal).

To select the sample, from among the addicts their wives, of the addicts and their spouses, 40 couples volunteered to participate in this study and were placed randomly in the experimental group (20 couples) and control group (20 couples).

Selection criteria of sample for this study were 1) having the diagnostic criteria for substance use according to DSM-V; 2) patients (males) have a minimum 18 years and maximum 40 years; 3) person not be taking antipsychotics (such as haloperidol) and have not bipolar and dissociative disorder; 4) Negative urine test results and patient is completed detoxification; 5) Have the possibility to leave outside prison. Exclusion criteria included (1) Use of substances by person; (2) Each time that a participant wishes to leave plan. After selecting the sample, the implementation of all phases of the research (pre-test, training sessions and posttest) was conducted in the Mehrfarin counseling center. Research goals were told for subjects before start of the intervention.

Ethical criteria in this study were: 1) To receive informed consent from all of the sample group for the study; 2) The absence of any coercion and urged or encouraged to participate in the study, 3) Participants have complete freedom to cooperation; 4) Full confidentiality of data, inventory and consultation process; 5) Non-traumatic intervention.

Afrooz Marital Satisfaction Scale Revised (AMSS-R): Afrooz Marital Satisfaction Scale Revised consists of 110 items arranged on a 5-point likert scale. The questionnaire included 10 sub titles:

1. Positive Thinking (14 questions, score range from 0-56); 2. Sexual relationship (10 questions, 0-40); 3. Personal Behavior (19 questions, 0-76); 4. Social Relationship (11 questions, 0-44); 5. Problem solving (8 questions, 0-32); 6. Financial Issues (9 questions, 0-36); 7. Feeling and religious (8 questions, 0-32); 8. Parenting (9 questions, 0-36); 9. free time (10 questions, 0-40); 10. Interaction (12 questions, 0-48); Total of marital satisfaction (110 questions, score range from 0-440).

An internal consistency of 0.85 was reported by authors. Coefficient alpha the scale have been reported in some studies and have ranged 0.64 to 0.86 [21]. The data were analyzed through Covariance analysis (Levene test) and SPSS-22 was used. Spiritual family therapy content based on cognitive-behavioral therapy models, made in 10 sessions and is taught by corresponding author. The content validity is approved by
other authors of this study who are professors of psychology. Spiritual family therapy and psycho-education content mentioned in Table 1.

Table 1 Therapeutic and psycho-education content of spiritual family therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Therapeutic and psycho-education content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Good and create trust and security relationships with spouses, introduction to Islam’s view on the importance and purpose of marriage, the rights and duties of spouses. Run prayer and recitation of the Qur’an and said at least one informative signs point to her husband and record comments about the behavior of spouse separately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Short review of the previous meeting and review homework, individual assessment and a clinical interview with each of the couples in order to identify stress, personality, family conflict, family expectations, expectations of each other, their thoughts and feelings. Homework: monitoring the conflict, the expectations of each other, thoughts and feelings in a separate table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Short review of previous meetings and review homework, self-education and cognitive differences between men and women, couples education, cognitive errors, recognize emotions and negative emotions and thoughts and beliefs underlying irrational and illogical explanations of the rational expectations couples from each other using Islamic teachings contained in the Holy Quran and the Prophet’s conduct and traditions. Homework: monitoring and recording of the cognitive errors and wife separate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Short review of previous meetings and review homework, review of negative thoughts and challenge them to cite Quran verses and sayings of the problem and correct events, suspicion, strengthen patience and trust in the Lord, praise and strengthen the ongoing relationship with the Creator. Homework: monitoring your negative thoughts and his wife and registered in the table separately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Short review of previous meetings and review homework, training muscle relaxation and deep breathing for fifteen minutes, to help couples explore ideas, to challenge negative thoughts and positive thoughts to replace irrational, negative thoughts and irrational, emotional and behavioral review on logic and appealing to rational thoughts, feelings and talk about them by couples. Homework: to challenge irrational thoughts and cognitive errors and registration at the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Short review of previous meetings and review homework, education, knowledge resources (self observation, social feedback and social comparison) and their effects on relations between spouses. Practice Session: Understanding the opinions of others and compare a focus on the positive and negative aspects of his behavior, his wife and the couple’s relationship and record of the table. Homework: Sign of beliefs and behaviors associated with sources of knowledge at the table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Short review of previous meetings and review homework, learning verbal and nonverbal communication with respect and kindness and patience and forgiveness is based on divine commands, Practice communication barriers (ordering, threatening, advise, persuade, judgment and criticism, opposition, blaming others, ridicule and contempt and retaliation behavior) Homework: registration of verbal and nonverbal behaviors (effective and ineffective) in table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Short review of previous meetings and review homework, effective dialogue skills (expression, expression), the dialogue control aggressive Active listening skills (attention, pointing out, invite, summarizing and questioning) Homework: Sign in using these skills at the table by himself and wife separately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Education improvement of sexual function (cognitive differences, desires and needs) Homework: practice these skills at home and record comments about the behavior of treating a husband wife separately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Summary and conclusions with the help of a couple, program evaluation (strengths and weaknesses with a survey of couples)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Description of indicators related to marital satisfaction and components in both experimental and control groups in the pretest and posttest shown in Table 2. The results in Table 2 shows the differences between pretest and post-test of marital satisfaction and all sub-tests were increased significantly in experimental group (p<0.05) while no significant changes were made in control group (p<0.05). Levene test for homogeneity of variance has showed that F score obtained is significant (df1=1, df2=78, Sig=0.0001). Covariance analysis of marital satisfaction shown in Table 3. Table 3 shows that the level of significance in the analysis of covariance is equal to
0.001 and smaller than 0.05 and with 95% confidence it can be concluded that there was a significant difference in marital satisfaction in experimental and control group (p<0.05), so spiritual family therapy is effective on marital satisfaction of couples (p<0.001).

Table 2 Mean and standard deviations of couple’s marital satisfaction scores and its components in experimental and control groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pretest M, SD</td>
<td>Posttest M, SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive-thinking</td>
<td>17.32, 3.26</td>
<td>27.08, 3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>13.37, 2.55</td>
<td>21.05, 2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Relationship</td>
<td>16.05, 2.60</td>
<td>25.73, 2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial issues</td>
<td>13.67, 2.67</td>
<td>23.70, 2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal behavior</td>
<td>27.63, 4.03</td>
<td>46.88, 3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling and religious</td>
<td>15.80, 2.58</td>
<td>25.70, 3.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>19.30, 2.22</td>
<td>38.20, 3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parenting</td>
<td>15.39, 2.20</td>
<td>28.00, 2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free time</td>
<td>15.00, 1.75</td>
<td>28.50, 3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional (feeling)</td>
<td>21.75, 3.47</td>
<td>37.90, 6.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Satisfaction</td>
<td>175.80, 19.92</td>
<td>304.70, 17.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Covariance analysis of marital satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Total squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean squares</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The interaction</td>
<td>101.701</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>101.701</td>
<td>2.066</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between group and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>3065.644</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3065.644</td>
<td>62.286</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>13666.367</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13666.367</td>
<td>277.666</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>3740.629</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>49.219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5196550.000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Family is major institutions of every society and Good communication between its members is the most important factor of the health and stability of the family.

The common treatments of drug-abuse include traditional approaches such as the supportive and psychodynamic models, behavioral, cognitive, and cognitive-behavioral models. When a couple or a partner/spouse is drug abuser, family and couple therapy which use behavioral and cognitive techniques are highly efficient. Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy emphasizes psycho-education and the instruction of skills required for avoiding drug and adopting a new pattern of social and adaptive behaviors. Its major features are self-monitoring, avoiding risk factors, such as the stimuli and situations which predict drinking, changing the enforcing dependencies, instruction of resistance skills in order to fight the temptation of drug avoidance skills, problem solving, mood control, and prevention of recurrence. There also exist cognitive-behavioral strategies which can be used in family situations, and are called functional family therapies. In family therapy and functional couple therapy which use cognitive-behavioral techniques, the major assumption is that family members and their behaviors are interdependent and that the meaning of each behavior lies in the context of family system. Functional family therapy consists of a motivational component and a systematic analysis of intimate/non-intimate communicative functions which considers the application of cognitive and behavioral treatment techniques necessary [22]. They are compared the efficiency of cognitive-behavioral family and couple therapy with...
individual and group cognitive-behavioral therapy in treatment of drug abuse. Cognitive-behavioral couple therapy and cognitive-behavioral group therapy were found to be more efficient.

The method was used in this study, spirituality, family-centered therapy based on cognitive-behavioral methods have been developed and implemented. The results showed that there was a significant difference between the experimental group and the control group of marital satisfaction and all subscales (emotional, interactive, attitudinal, behavioral, supportive social, thinking, problem solving, personality, parenting, good reflection) and spiritual Family therapy was effective and affected marital satisfaction. The results of Rosen-Grandon, Meyers and Hattie [23] supported and it was approved the findings of this research.

To explain these findings, the marital satisfaction is an overall assessment of the person's current marital or romantic relationship. Marital satisfaction may be a reflection of the happiness of the marriage, or a combination of pleasing the marital relationship is due to many different factors. Can be considered marital satisfaction as a psychological situation is very unstable in the early years and relationships are at greatest risk. Given the importance of family and prevent its collapse, identify factors related to marital satisfaction is the basic strength of family life so it seems necessary, therefore, when considering the factors influencing marital satisfaction can be expected that increasing the level of marital satisfaction, is reduced many of the problems of mental, emotional, social, family and the whole society. Also, by improving the level of marital satisfaction and life satisfaction, people with greater peace of mind to the cultural and economic growth and development and social services and families will also benefit from these improvements [24].

Marital satisfaction is one of the important factors affecting women's health and life satisfaction of the most important factors that affect on mental health. Many factors affect marital satisfaction of spouses that can be educated, choice of spouse, near the cultural and economic spouses and sexual satisfaction also noted. In other hand, marital maladjustment impaired social relationships, tendency to social deviations and decline of cultural values between the couple. To sustain and strengthen family life, sexual satisfaction is an important issue and needed. The results of some studies show that the main cause of true marital dissatisfaction is lack of sexual satisfaction due to the consumption of drugs by her husband [25]. Studies on the relationship between couples showed that many emotional problems and mental disorders have psycho-social roots [21]. In the field of substance abuse were also found that four factors, low self-esteem, inability to express feelings, lack of communication skills and social impact of problem (drug use) [26]. Different studies have shown that addict families usually have a many dysfunctions and performances [26] and also lower marital satisfaction in the family [24]. Because the family functioning and relationships creates conditions for orientation to addiction, Therefore research and policy-maker in this regard could be promising [25].

The study was limited to Quchan city was the limitations of this study that should be caution in generalizing the results. It is recommended that another research done in other cities on couples involved in addiction. The findings can be used in prevention and harm reduction of drug addicts in the family and educational methods and therapeutic use for the long term used to improve the status of drug addicts.

The results showed that the spiritual family therapy using cognitive-behavioral techniques, such as psycho-education, training coping skills, problem-solving methods, communication skills, relaxation, positive thinking, self-monitoring, self-control, dependency-control and cognitive reconstruction, is an effective treatment for drugs dependency and other disorders resulting from it, such as anxiety, depression, and sexual malfunctioning. In this method, the therapist first identified the non-adaptive behavioral patterns which led to drug abuse, then discovered the belief system...
affecting them, and tried to change the patterns by teaching the necessary skills. One of the probable causes for the efficiency of the method might be the subjects’ extreme preparedness and serious need for changing their life style. Other effective causes may be the following: the subjects’ skillfulness in establishing relations, their willingness to overcome aggression, and their decisiveness and strong will for withdrawal. Other factors which might have contributed to the efficiency of the treatment method were the subjects’ high social, economic and cultural status, absence of drug abuse in their original families and a history of good relationships with their parents.

**Conclusion**

In general it can be said that spiritual family therapy has created favorable effects and lead to increased satisfaction of couples involved in addiction and aimed at preventing relapse and reduce craving in substance abusers. The results can be the basis of family-based treatment and harm reduction interventions aimed at preventing relapse and reduce craving in substance abusers, used and re-examining it.
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